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Abstract: A methodology is proposed to extend datasets in a database suitable for use as a reference
tool to support an evaluation of damage mitigation by a barrier wall in a hydrogen refueling station
(HRS) during a vapor cloud explosion (VCE) accident. This is realized with a computational fluid dy-
namic (CFD) analysis and machine learning (ML) technology because measured data from hydrogen
explosion tests with various installed barrier models usually require considerable amounts of time, a
secured space, and precise measurements. A CFD sensitivity calculation was conducted using the
radXiFoam v1.0 code and the established analysis methodology with an error range of approximately
±30% while changing the barrier height from that was used in an experiment conducted by the
Stanford Research Institute (SRI) to investigate the effect of the barrier height on the reduction in
peak overpressures from an explosion site to far fields in an open space. The radXiFoam code was
developed based on the open-source CFD software OpenFOAM-v2112 to simulate a VCE accident
in a humid air environment at a compressed gaseous or liquefied HRS. We attempted to extend the
number of datasets in the VCE database through the use of the ML method on the basis of pressure
data predicted by a CFD sensitivity calculation, also uncovering the possibility of utilizing the ML
method to extend the VCE database. The data produced by the CFD sensitivity calculation and the
ML method will be examined to confirm their validity and applicability to hypothetical VCE accident
simulations if the related test data can be produced during experimental research. The database
constructed using core data from the experiment and extended data from the CFD analysis and the
ML method will be used to increase the credibility of radXiFoam analysis results for VCE accident
scenarios at HRSs, ultimately contributing to safety assurances of HRSs in Republic of Korea.

Keywords: hydrogen energy; hydrogen refueling station; barrier; vapor cloud explosion; peak
overpressure; CFD; OpenFOAM; machine learning; safety evaluation

1. Introduction

To build a stronger economic society using hydrogen energy in Republic of Korea, a
roadmap for the construction of 1200 hydrogen refueling stations (HRSs) for transportation
vehicles by 2040 was proposed by the Korean government [1,2]. However, this plan is facing
delays when compared to the original timeline, as residents around the HRS sites to be built
in a large city are opposing its construction. They claim that HRSs are not safe, referring to
an explosion accident that occurred at a compressed hydrogen storage tank connected to
a water electrolysis facility in Gangwon technopark in Republic of Korea [3]. In addition,
the memory of a hydrogen explosion accident at a nuclear power plant in Japan and its
detrimental effects on the environment continually enhances residents’ anxiety over the use
of hydrogen energy in Republic of Korea [4–6]. From the end of 2023, liquefied hydrogen
(LH2) will be produced in large quantities at several facilities and supplied to consumers
through LH2 hydrogen stations in Republic of Korea [7]. Thus, the residents’ concerns
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over the safety of HRSs are considerably greater because stations with LH2 contain more
hydrogen compared to typical refueling stations.

The Korea Gas Safety Corporation (KGS), the organization responsible for the safety of
hydrogen energy facilities in Republic of Korea, decided to reinforce the specific technical
regulations pertaining to HRSs to increase safety on the basis of experimental research and
numerical simulations [8]. One such effort is specifically to present a method by which
to devise a standard model for a damage-mitigation wall, also referred to as a barrier,
around the storage tanks at a HRS or the boundary of a HRS on the basis of the results of a
quantitative risk assessment (QRA) and based on the distance between the storage tank
at the HRS and the facilities surrounding the HRS [8–10]. To perform the QRA, various
accident scenarios should be taken into account after investigating the possibility of a
hydrogen gas release from certain components and the corresponding frequencies based
on datasets and the design of the HRS [11]. The extent of such damage resulting from each
accident scenario, including individual risk and social risk levels, must be predicted using
a verified computational code [12].

The most frequent and damaging type of accident in resident areas around a HRS,
transferring the damaging effects over long distances from the explosion site considering
various accident scenarios, may be a vapor cloud explosion (VCE), which occurs due to
hydrogen released from a storage tank into an air environment at a HRS [13]. This likely
stems from how the pressure wave propagates at the speed of sound to distant locations
in all directions in an air environment from the explosion site at the HRS as soon as the
pressure builds due to the combustion energy released from the hydrogen–air chemical
reaction. If a pressure wave with a magnitude exceeding a certain value, as shown in
Table 1, arrives at structures or where people are, harmful effects, such as broken glass
or even ear injuries, may occur [14,15]. Thus, a three-dimensional computational fluid
dynamic (CFD) code is useful for quantitatively evaluating the propagation of pressure
waves due to a VCE at an HRS because pressure waves generally tend to lose strength as
well as change direction when colliding with structures around an HRS as they propagate
through air [16]. In addition, applying the CFD codes, including the open-source software
OpenFOAM, for a VCE analysis has been conducted wildly in the areas of process safety
and loss prevention [17].

Table 1. Damage criteria according to overpressure values [14,15].

Overpressure (kPa) Damage Effect

0.2 Partially broken windows
1 Breaking glass
3 Minor damage to structures and injuries to people
5 Broken structures in houses
7 Partially damaged houses and much harm to people
14 Starting value for lethal effects on humans
15 Slightly damage to roofs and walls of structure
18 Approximately 50% of houses damaged per block

20 Steel structure of building is damaged and pulling away from
the foundation

35–50 Structure destroyed

We developed a CFD code, radXiFoam, using OpenFOAM-v2112 to simulate a VCE
accident in a humid air environment at an HRS after validation through several test results,
which included the overpressure reduction effect by a barrier [18,19]. We used open-source
software because we can freely distribute radXiFoam to engineers who work on the safety
of HRSs. The released radXiFoam will be used to predict harmful effects due to hypothetical
VCE accidents at HRSs, and the QRA, on the basis of the predicted CFD results, will be
reviewed by the KGS to approve the safety evaluation results for HRSs before the granting
of a construction permit from the licensing institute.
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To increase the confidence of hypothetical VCE accident analysis results, using radXi-
Foam as a reference tool, we used a database consisting of experimental data and validated
analysis data fed into radXiFoam with an error range to utilize quantitative data to describe
the barrier effect of overpressure reduction on several VCE types. Herein, radXiFoam anal-
ysis results validated against test data can provide overpressure data at various locations
where measurement devices are not installed, as well as visualized pressure contours from
the explosion site to a far-field in an air environment. The datasets in the database can
provide criteria to safety engineers, who must judge the credibility of radXiFoam results
before using the calculated overpressures through the barrier as the QRA inputs, as the
CFD results for hydrogen explosions occurring around structures in open spaces tend to
vary according to the geometrical model, the mesh distribution in the grid model, the
numerical and empirical constants used in the CFD models, and the time step size in
the transient calculation [20]. Such efforts to use databases for safety evaluations of gas
explosion accidents are also underway in other countries [21–23].

However, it is difficult to obtain sufficient VCE test data with various barrier models
in a short period before starting to construct HRSs actively around protected facilities
because gas explosion tests usually require safe experimentation at secured locations [24,25].
One feasible means of overcoming this difficulty in obtaining the data is to extend the
database using CFD sensitivity calculations on the basis of validated radXiFoam results
for VCE test data with the installation of the barrier. In addition, we are now considering
the use of a machine learning (ML) method [26] to produce new datasets based on existing
data in the VCE database when no available data for a certain HRS exists in the database.
However, this idea of using the ML method to generate datasets for a safety evaluation
should be examined if the related data can be produced in our experimental research [8],
despite the fact that this type of trial using the ML method to reinforce a database is
currently used in other industries [27].

2. Use of the VCE Database for HRS’ Safety Evaluations

To build a database to be used as a reference tool for a hypothetical VCE scenario
analysis at an HRS with a barrier, first we collected published test data produced by a
foreign institute, in this case, Stanford Research Institute (SRI) [24,25,28]. The plan is to
add Republic of Korea’s own hydrogen explosion test results by installing various barrier
models to the VCE database after analyzing the data, with this enacted by the KGS and
other institutes [8]. According to the test plan, a hydrogen–air mixture volume of 40 m3 with
the barrier installed will be exploded to measure the overpressure reduction through the
barrier. This may create unique data which can extend the range of the database because
previous VCE tests with the installation of such a barrier were generally gained when
using a hydrogen–air mixture volume of 5.2 m3 under a stoichiometric condition [24,25,28].
The datasets of the overpressure in the VCE database will be categorized according to
the hydrogen–air mixture volume, hydrogen concentration, ignition method, existence
of obstacle geometries, weather conditions, and the barrier model. Such a categorized
database will contain the criteria to be used to anticipate the hydrogen explosion strength,
the harmful effects, and the degree of damage mitigation by the barrier.

Safety engineers can compare their VCE accident analysis results, which will be used
as the input for the QRA, with the suitable datasets in the database if conditions similar
to those of the accident scenarios, such as the hydrogen concentration, relative humidity
of the air, and the distributed range of the hydrogen–air mixture, exist in the database,
as shown in Figure 1. This comparison can increase the credibility of the VCE accident
analysis results by radXiFoam because CFD results basically have uncertainty arising from
the modeling process of the VCE accident scenarios [20]. Thus, the database should contain
a broad range of data related to VCE accident scenarios at HRSs, including several barrier
models, to the greatest extent possible, to increase the credibility of safety evaluations
of HRSs to be constructed with a barrier around protected facilities so as to meet KGS
regulations. Therefore, the data produced by radXiFoam sensitivity calculations for various
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barrier models can be efficiently used to increase the utilization of the VCE database, as
such data compensate for the lack of test data stemming from the limited gas explosion
experiments. If the ML can properly produce reference data for HRSs, which will be
constructed in various areas in large cities, using a published theory based on existing
datasets in a database [26,29], safety engineers can use the produced data as reference
materials for comparisons with calculated radXiFoam results for a VCE accident analysis.
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Figure 1. Plan for the utilization of the VCE database.

3. Producing Datasets Using the CFD Analysis
3.1. RadXiFoam Solver

We developed an open-source CFD solver, radXiFoam, to simulate a VCE accident in
a humid air environment at a HRS and its damaging effects on residents around a HRS on
the basis of XiFoam implemented in OpenFOAM-v2112 [18,19]. The combustion solver
XiFoam, using a flamelet progress variable model, is usually applied to simulate the flame
acceleration phenomena in a premixed combustion area considering an effective compu-
tational cost when compared to a solver based on a detailed chemical kinetic model [30].
However, XiFoam does not currently simulate humid air conditions, which may affect the
VCE analysis results, as XiFoam only considers the transport equations of species for the
fuel mixture fraction (ft) and regress variable (b) [19]. From the calculated results of ft and
b in the fuel-oxygen mixture, XiFoam can calculate only the mass fraction of the fresh fuel
and the burnt fuel in an inhomogeneous mixture model in OpenFOAM-v2112.

Therefore, we added species equations for the water vapor (wv) and nitrogen gas (n2)
to the existing species equation in XiFoam (Equation (1)) to consider a humid air condition,
setting the relative humidity to 40%, and developed what is termed the vaporInnhomo-
geneous mixture model, which can calculate the variations in the gas concentrations in a
hydrogen–air mixture as the combustion proceeds [18]. In Equation (1), the variable i indi-
cates a certain species, such as water vapor or nitrogen gas. In addition, we implemented a
radiative heat transfer term to the energy equation into XiFoam (Equation (2)) to calculate
the precise enthalpy variation in the mixture of hydrogen, air, and water vapor, as the
existence of water vapor may affect the heat transfer phenomenon through the absorption
and emittance of thermal photons discharged from the combustion region.

To simulate thermal photon absorption by water vapor accurately according to the
relevant concentration in the air, we modified “GreyMeanAbsorptionEmission.H” in Xi-
Foam to include the partial pressure of the water vapor (pwv) in the gas mixture to calculate
the absorption coefficient (awv) and then proposed it as “VaporGreyMeanAbsorptionEmis-
sion.H” in radXiFoam. In Equation (3), kwv is the absorption coefficient depending on the
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gas temperature [31]. For a radiative heat transfer model, first we apply the P-1 radiation
model (Equation (4)) to calculate the radiative heat transfer through the water vapor in
the air, which is described in detail in the literature [32,33]. We also proposed an effective
correlation model (Equation (5)) for the laminar flame speed based on the fuel equivalent
ratio in the hydrogen–air mixture considering the initial water vapor, which was modified
from a complicated form implemented in XiFoam [18,33–35]. In Equation (5), Tu is the
unburnt gas temperature, To is the reference temperature (300 K), p is the pressure, po is the
reference pressure (1 bar), Suo is the laminar flame speed in the reference condition, and ϕ
is the fuel equivalence ratio.

∂(ρYi)

∂t
+∇·(ρUYi)−∇·

[(
µt
Sct

)
∇Yi

]
= Si (1)

∂

∂t
(ρh) +∇·(ρUh) +

∂

∂t
(ρK) +∇·(ρUK)− ∂p

∂t
+∇·

(
µt
Sct
∇h
)
= −∇·qr (2)

awv = kwv × pwv (3)

∇·qr = aG− 4
(

eσSBT4 + E
)

(4)

Su = Suo(
Tu

To
)

α

(
p
po

)
β

(5)

α = 2.18− 0.8(ϕ− 1) (6)

β = –0.16 + 0.22(ϕ− 1) (7)

3.2. Analysis of SRI Test 4-02 Using radXiFoam

In order to determine whether radXiFoam can accurately simulate the VCE phenomena
and the overpressure decrease due to the use of a barrier in an air environment, a validation
analysis was conducted on the basis of measured data from SRI Test 4-02 [24,25]. SRI
conducted a gas explosion test using a hydrogen–air mixture volume of 5.2 m3 under a
stoichiometric condition of approximately 30 vol.% with the installation of a barrier, as
shown in Figure 2 and Table 2 [24,25]. The barrier, which had a height of 2 m, width of
10 m, and thickness of 0.1 m, was located 5.1 m from the ignition point in a tent to reduce
the propagation of the damaging effects due to the VCE. The gas explosion in the tent
was started using an electric spark device, which emitted a spark for 2 ms, located 2.5 cm
above the center of the bottom plate, with the removal of the plastic film that covered the
boundary of the tent. An obstacle type of geometry to induce flame acceleration was not
used, except for the supporting bars of the plastic film and the measurement devices in the
tent. Pressure sensors to measure the overpressure reduction due to the barrier were located
2 m behind (P2) and 2 m in front (P4) of the barrier, as shown in Figure 2, also measuring
the overpressure increase owing to the VCE in the tent (P3). The overpressures at 11 m,
21 m, and 41 m from the ignition point were also measured to record the characteristics of
the pressure wave propagation behind the barrier.
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Table 2. Conditions of the SRI hydrogen explosion tests [24,25].

Test No. H2–Air Mixture
Volume (m3)

H2 Con.
(vol.%)

Ambient
Temp. (K)

Wind
(m/s)

Ignition
Method

Barrier
Existence

4-02 5.2 29.9 283.45 2.0 Electric spark O

Barrier dimensions: Height ×Width × Thickness = 2 m × 10 m × 0.1 m.

A three-dimensional grid model utilizing a half-symmetric condition to simulate the
SRI test facility was developed using the blockMesh utility in OpenFOAM-v2112 [19], as
shown in Figure 3. To determine the horizontal length along the x-direction in the grid
model, we considered a required separation distance of 30 m between the HRS and the
first protected facilities located around the HRS in the KGS codes [9,10]. Thus, we did
not include pressure sensor P8, located 41 m from the ignition point in the grid model,
to reduce the computational time. We also decreased the width of the grid model to 5 m
from the distance of 10 m used in a previous analysis [36] to ensure effective sensitivity
calculations of the various barrier heights during a suitable computational time. A total
of 2,569,440 hexahedral cells with an approximate cell length of 1.5 cm around the tent
region and 15 to 25 cm at the far field region from the tent were generated in the grid model
to resolve the rapid flame acceleration due to the spark ignition and the propagation of
the pressure wave in the air environment. The cell length sizes in the grid model were
determined based on previous mesh sensitivity calculation results [36]. The boundary
conditions for the grid model are shown in Figure 3a. The opening condition allows for the
inflow and outflow of air through the applied surfaces and simultaneously uses a wave
transmissive outflow condition that can be expressed by Equations (8) and (9) [19,36]. In
Equation (9), Wp is the patch wave speed, φp is the patch face flux, Sf is the patch face
area vector, ϕp is the patch compressibility, and γ is the ratio of specific heat. A patch
refers to a surface on which the opening condition is applied. An emissivity value of
0.072 was assigned to the bottom wall region in the tent on the basis of radiative property
literature [32] on the simulation of the radiative heat transfer from a combusted gas to a
steel wall.

DWp

Dt

∣∣∣∣
out f low

= 0 (8)

Wp =
∅p∣∣∣S f

∣∣∣ +
√

γ

ϕp
(9)

The initial conditions used to simulate the test conditions in Table 2, including the
hydrogen concentration in the tent, were given as the corresponding hydrogen mass
fraction (ft), as shown in Figure 3b, using the utility program setFields in OpenFOAM-
v2112 [18,19]. The spark ignition model, previously developed on the basis of other SRI test
cases [24,25], used to initiate the hydrogen combustion in the tent region, was applied to
simulate electric spark operation for 2 ms with an equivalent energy of 40 J [20]. To capture
the pressure wave propagation and reflection accurately after collision with the barrier in
the air environment, we used a small time step of approximately 1.0 × 10−6 s to 1.0 × 10−4

s in the transient calculation time of 0.1 s.
The calculated temperature and pressure distribution on the symmetric plane using

radXiFoam with the established methodology (Table 3) over time are correspondingly
shown in Figures 4 and 5, which indicate that the results reasonably predict the progress of
the VCE from the ignition in the tent region to the pressure wave propagation to the air
environment with the formation of a semi-spherical pressure band. The pressure buildup
in the combustion region results from the combustion energy due to the hydrogen–air
chemical reaction, which progresses continually as the flame propagates in the tent region.
Figure 5 shows that the barrier effectively prevents pressure wave propagation along the
horizontal x-direction, i.e., from the tent region to the air environment. As a result of this
prevention, the pressure in the region below the barrier height is lower than those of other
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regions in the rear area of the barrier. Thus, the calculated peak overpressure of 5.27 kPa at
P4, located 2 m in front of the barrier, is reduced to 1.67 kPa at P2 at 2 m behind the barrier.
The comparison of pressure waves at the local positions of P2, P4, P6, and P7 shows that
the CFD results accurately predict the measured peak overpressures with an error range
of approximately ±30%, as shown in Figure 6. However, the predicted pressure waves at
each measurement location pass approximately 28 ms faster than in the test data. This can
be explained by the fact that we neglected the transition period from the laminar flame
to the turbulent flame by assuming fully turbulent mixing and combustion in the spark
ignition model.
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Table 3. Analysis methodology for the VCE explosion test with a barrier.

Parameter Models

• Open-source software radXiFoam v1.0 based on OpenFOAM-v2112
• Thermal–hydraulic solver algorithm PIMPLE [19]
• Combustion model Flamelet progress variable
• Turbulence model k-ω SST
•Wall function kqR/omega
• CFL number <0.8
•Mesh type Hexahedral
•Mesh size at the far field ~25 cm
• Ignition model Spark ignition model
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3.3. CFD Sensitivity Calculation Results and Discussion

To assess the effect of the barrier height on the reduction in the overpressure due to the
VCE, we conducted a sensitivity calculation while changing only the barrier height from
2 m to 3 m and 4 m in the input files and with the established analysis methodology used for
the SRI Test 4-02 calculation (Table 4), as we judged that the height variation in the barrier
had an obvious effect on the overpressure reduction on the basis of simulation results from
an overseas institute [28]. We carefully controlled the input parameters for the blockMesh
utility to produce a nearly identical mesh distribution around the barrier between the grid
models for Cases−1 to −4 to eliminate the mesh dependency on the calculated pressure
distribution. In addition, we calculated Case−1 again using a new grid model, in which
the width only extended from 5 m to 10 m, to investigate the effect of the location of the
outflow condition along the y-direction in the grid model on the pressure field calculation
(Case−4). It is expected that the comparison results of the local overpressures between
Case−1 and Case−4 will produce a good guideline for the development of a grid model to
analyze hypothetical VCE accident scenarios at HRSs to be performed by safety engineers.

Table 4. Sensitivity calculation on the basis of a CFD simulation for SRI Test 4-02.

Case No. Barrier
Height (m)/Width (m)/R (m)

Grid Model
Length (m)/Width (m)/Height (m)

Number of Cells
(Grid Model)

Case−1 2/0.1/5.1 27/5/11 2,569,440
Case−2 3/0.1/5.1 27/5/11 2,568,800
Case−3 4/0.1/5.1 27/5/11 2,568,160
Case−4 2/0.1/5.1 27/10/11 3,478,390

Range (m): horizontal distance from the ignition point.

The CFD sensitivity calculation results for various barrier heights of 2 m, 3 m, and 4 m
(Figure 7a–c) show that the height of the pressure wave that propagates from the tent region
to the air environment blocked by the barrier is increased as the barrier height increases.
This feature indicates that the affected area on the ground in the rear region of the barrier
from the propagating pressure wave is also increased as the barrier height increases. As a
result of these effects according to the barrier height, the predicted peak overpressures at
the P2 location are decreased from approximately 1.7 kPa to 0.85 kPa as the barrier height
is increased from 2 m to 4 m (Figure 8a). This distinct difference may stem from the fact
that the magnitude of the pressure wave and the elevation of the pressure band formation
around the tent region are nearly identical regardless of the barrier height because the
exploded hydrogen–air volume in the tent region is equal to 5.2 m3 in Cases−1 to 3.
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after bypassing the barrier); a (Pressure wave propagating to the barrier from the ten tent region);
b (Reflected pressure wave propagating to the location of P4 from the barrier).
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However, the calculated overpressures at P4, of which the location is 2 m in front of the
barrier, show no significant differences between the cases tested here, as shown in Figure 8d.
This result can be explained by the fact that the propagation of the pressure wave in front of
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the barrier proceeds continually as hydrogen combustion takes place from the tent region
to the outward region along the y-direction while maintaining a hemi-spherical-type shape
on the ground (Figure 7b–d, “A”). The reflected pressure wave after the collision with the
barrier (Figure 7b–d, “B”) mainly flows to the outward region along the y-direction on
the surface of the barrier because the strength of the pressure wave from the tent region
exceeds that of the pressure wave reflected from the barrier.

As a result of this propagation pattern of the pressure wave in front of the barrier, the
location of the wave transmissive outflow condition, for which the Neumann condition for
the wave velocity applies (Equation (8)), may affect the calculation of the pressure field in
the area in front of the barrier by radXiFoam using the PIMPLE algorithm (Figure 9a) [19].
In addition, this effect appears to exist in the calculated overpressure at the P2 location
in the rear region of the barrier (Figure 9b). This can be explained by the fact that the
direction of the pressure wave passing the barrier along the y-direction turns to the P2
location despite the fact that the corresponding wave’s strength is considerably decreased.
Therefore, we can conclude that the wave outflow condition in the VCE simulation should
be located at some distance away from the explosion site to calculate the pressure field
accurately when assuming proper pressure wave decay while the wave propagates to the
outflow region.
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4. Producing Datasets Using Machine Learning
4.1. Development of the Neural Network Model

To develop a neural network model, using the open-source software of python 3.7 [37],
TensorFlow 2.3.0 [38], and Keras 2.3.1 [39], capable of predicting the overpressures in the
rear region of the barrier according to the barrier height and the distance from the explosion
site during the VCE of the hydrogen–air mixture volume 5.2 m3, we used the calculated
overpressures for 0.1 s at the locations of P2, P6, and P7 with barrier heights of 2 m and
4 m (Figure 8) as the training data for the neural network model. This development of
the neural network model started with a conceptual design model, as shown in Figure 10,
which was configured with hidden layers, neurons, activation functions, and loss functions
using the commercial software Mathematica [29,40,41]. The completed model consisted of
eight hidden layers with different numbers of neurons and activation functions separately
applied to each layer to minimize the loss value, as shown in Table 5. The loss value
calculated by the mean squared error function in the developed neural network model was
approximately ±1.24%.
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tion functions.

Table 5. Number of neurons and activation functions according to the hidden layers.

Hidden
Layers

Number of
Neurons

Name of
Activation Function

1 110 Exponential Linear Unit (ELU)
2 280 Scaled Exponential Linear Unit (SELU)
3 190 Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)
4 170 Exponential Linear Unit (ELU)
5 100 Self-Gated Activation Function (Swish)
6 140 Scaled Exponential Linear Unit (SELU)
7 50 Exponential Linear Unit (ELU)
8 70 Scaled Exponential Linear Unit (SELU)
9 250 Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)

Loss Function and Value: Mean Squared Error and 0.0124; Learning Rate: 0.0005.
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4.2. Overpressure Data Produced by the ML Method and Discussion

The overpressure data produced at the P2, P6, and P7 locations by the developed neural
network model for barrier heights of 2.5 m and 3.5 m during VCE with a hydrogen–air
mixture volume of 5.2 m3 are shown in Figure 11. From a comparison of the overpressures
between the data produced by the ML method and the training data for the neural network
model, we can judge that the data generated by the ML method accurately represent the
characteristics of the pressure wave in the rear region of the barrier. The peak overpressures
at P2, P6, and P7 locations decrease as the barrier height increases and the distance from
the ignition point increases.
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Therefore, we can expect that the ML method will be effective when used to extend the
datasets using credible data in a VCE database when proper datasets for safety evaluations
of HRSs to be constructed around protected facilities do not exist. However, through this
study, which generated overpressures using the ML method, we also found that a neural
network model that considers the features of pressure wave propagation, which arose in
the area in front of the barrier and the region behind the barrier, should be developed
separately.

5. Conclusions

A methodology was developed to configure a database to provide criteria to safety
engineers who will conduct CFD analyses of hypothetical VCE accidents to evaluate the
safety of HRSs to be constructed around protected facilities in a large city. The proposed
methodology is to extend the datasets in the VCE database using the CFD sensitivity
calculations and the ML method on the basis of measured data obtained from VCE experi-
mentation, assuming the installation of a barrier wall. CFD sensitivity calculations using
an established analysis methodology for the VCE phenomena will not only generate new
datasets but will also provide visualized results to support evaluations by safety engineers.
In addition, datasets based on various grid models in CFD sensitivity calculations can
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provide a guideline for the development of a grid model for VCE accident analyses in HRSs.
We also uncovered the possibility of using the ML method to produce new datasets quickly
when proper test datasets for comparisons with CFD analysis results for hypothetical VCE
accidents do not exist. However, from this study, we realized that the training dataset to be
used should be carefully chosen, considering the application purpose when developing a
neural network model. Finally, we conclude such an extended VCE database, as discussed
here, can sufficiently compensate for the lack of gas explosion test results with a barrier
installed and can be effectively used as a reference tool to increase the safety of HRSs in
Republic of Korea.

6. Future Studies

The datasets produced by the CFD sensitivity calculation and the ML method will be
examined to confirm their validity and applicability after related test data are produced
experimentally. VCE accident simulations with the installation of various barrier models in
HRSs will be conducted, and their results will be confirmed on the basis of the datasets in
the VCE database.
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Nomenclature

Variable Definition Unit
awv Absorption coefficient of water vapor [−]
E emission contribution [−]
ft Fuel mixture fraction [−]
G radiation intensity [W/m2]
h Enthalpy [J/kg]
K Thermal conductivity [W/m·K]
k Absorption coefficient depending on the gas temp. [−]
p Pressure [Pa]
q Heat flux [W/m2]
Si Source/Sink of species-i [kg/m2·s]
Su Laminar flame speed [m/s]
Sct Turbulent Schmidt number [−]
T Temperature [K]
U Velocity [m/s]
Yi Species-i mass fraction [−]
µt Turbulence effective viscosity [kg/m·s]
ρ Density [kg/m3]
σSB Stefan-Boltzmann coefficient [−]
ϕ Fuel equivalent ratio [−]
Subscripts
o Reference condition
u Unburned
wv Water vapor
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